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For immediate release      

SYMSOFT DELIVERS GGSN/PACKET CHARGER TO 
MCP, MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS PARTNER 

 
 
Stockholm, Sweden – March 13, 2008: Symsoft has been awarded a contract for a GGSN 
including a Packet Charger by the Norwegian based company Maritime Communications 
Partner. MCP provides mobile telephone services to the maritime industry worldwide. The 
company is a subsidiary of Telenor, the world’s seventh largest mobile operator. 
 
The Nobill GGSN solution will enable MCP to offer its ship- and ferry operators the opportunity to 
offer advanced mobile Internet services, such as e-commerce, gaming and multimedia, to their 
passengers at sea. The Nobill GGSN is a highly flexible standard complying Gateway GPRS 
Support Node (GGSN), providing connectivity between 2.5G/3G (GPRS and W-CDMA) mobile 
users and IP networks. The Nobill GGSN supports true real-time GPRS charging of users in home 
and visited networks.  
  
Nobill GGSN provides flexible configuration per APN, including single APN, combined with 
extensive security and address management functions, and supports all traffic cases from basic 
volume based tariffs to advanced service specific schemes. 
  
Like all other Nobill products, the Nobill GGSN is based on the common Nobill Platform, a complete 
real-time service delivery platform for telecom operations. Symsoft has previously provided MCP 
with the Nobill Prepaid and Nobill SMS systems. The Nobill Platform, now in its fourth generation, 
provides the architectural foundation for flexibility, scalability and high availability. The system takes 
advantage of modern software technology, giving a system that is easy to modify, easy to partition 
and cost-efficient.  
 
 
About Maritime Communications Partner AS 
MCP is the global maritime cellular operator focused on providing cost effective GSM and CDMA communications solutions 
especially created to fulfill the requirements of the shipping industry. MCP enables cell phone coverage by installing and 
operating the ship borne radio networks, linking the vessels with public networks via satellite. MCP operates its mobile 
services via roaming agreements with cellular operators throughout the world. MCP is a fully recognized international 
cellular operator which handles all legal and regulatory challenges associated with the unique technology and service 
solutions that it provides to its customers. MCP is fully owned by Telenor ASA. For more information about MCP, please 
visit our website www.mcp.com 
 
About Symsoft 
Symsoft develops leading solutions for the service layer network, such as real-time charging, messaging and IP services. 
Open architecture combined with innovative technology yields short lead times. Founded in 1989 and based in Stockholm, 
Sweden, Symsoft has operational systems in more than 30 countries. For more information about Symsoft, visit 
www.symsoft.com 
 


